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Introduction
This chapter discusses some methods and institutions that will bridge the
gap between today’s practical reality of space commerce as satellites and
signals and future visions of commercial empires in an outer space
populated by thousands of human beings and shared by space enthusiasts.
It argues that the present and future of space commerce are not two isolated
and foreign concepts, but merely two points on a continuous wave of
human progress that already shares a common character and logic.
By
identifying the underlying structural similarity between the present and
future of space commerce, we can envision a way to connect the two
concepts in the mind of the public that will enhance the former and prepare
the way to reach the latter.
The ultimate purpose of establishing a
continuum of space commerce in this paper is to argue for the logic and
necessity of creating an institution that can act as the stewards of the space
industry in any form – a military space service.
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The service will be formed by merging some of today’s military and
civil space agencies, and would be immediately relevant and useful in
today’s space activities. At the same time, it will be inherently adaptable to
any future direction of space commerce while maintaining a doctrine and
culture that will be equally comfortable operating Global Positioning
System satellites or rescuing stranded passengers on a punctured and
decompressing space station.
It will be built from military personnel currently serving in uniform
as well as civilian professionals, instructed by heroic deeds from the past,
and possessing an unswerving belief in space’s limitless potential for the
future. It will be a guardian and protector first, but a warrior always. It
will take its name and lineage from the guardians that protect Americans
from the foreign environment of the sea, and seek to protect her charges as
they conquer the vast reaches of outer space. It is the United States Space
Guard.

Importance of Institutions to Economic
Development
Many chapters of this book appropriately focus on the private sector as the
critical driver of space development, but there is a key role for governments
to play as well. Visionaries, entrepreneurs, capital, and successful business
plans are the most critical needs or the development of space commerce,
but other necessary pieces of the puzzle include the institutions that provide
critical infrastructure and guidance which encourage space commerce to
flourish. One such institution may be the formation of a military space
service modeled after the US Coast Guard and dedicated to supporting
space commerce. To begin to understand how a Space Guard could assist
the expansion of space commerce, we must first seek to understand the
building blocks of space commerce.

The Space Commerce Dichotomy
Space commerce is a wide and varied field of human endeavor. The
possibilities span a range, from science fiction notions of galaxy-hopping
passenger liners like the gargantuan Hyperion in E.E. ‘Doc’ Smith’s space
opera Triplanetary, to the hard financial reality of satellite-enabled
entertainment and navigation firms like Sirius XM, DirecTV, and Garmin,
companies whose stocks currently trade on major exchanges.
However, because the concept of space commerce is so varied,
between space enthusiasts and current space commerce executives there
exists a seemingly unbridgeable gulf in perspective. Space enthusiasts
often think of space commerce as human colonies in space, mining for
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Helium-3 on the moon, giant solar power generating satellites beaming
clean power back to Earth, and tourists spending honeymoons in low Earth
orbit. The CEOs in charge of ‘real’ space commerce operations often view
it as haggling for better insurance rates on a new satellite launch,
negotiating for more electromagnetic spectrum bandwidth, and finding
ways to keep bad weather from degrading the picture on a satellite TV
during Super Bowl parties. However real this separation feels, it belies the
fact that both are intimately connected and share the same internal logic
and building blocks, building blocks that can be identified through the
exploration of a perhaps unlikely subject - military history.

A Continuum of Space Commerce
“In these three things – production, with the necessity of exchanging
products, shipping, whereby the exchange is carried on, and
colonies, which facilitate and enlarge the operations of shipping and
tend to protect it by multiplying points of safety – is to be found the
key to much of the history, as well as the policy, of nations bordering
upon the sea.”
Rear Admiral Alfred Thayer Mahan, US Navy, 1890

1

Space commerce is much like sea commerce before it, and thus it
should come as no surprise that the words of the prophet of sea power,
Admiral Alfred Thayer Mahan, can again be pressed into service to explain
the fundamental nature of space power as well.
And space power,
regardless of the popularity of the term in warfighting circles, is primarily
space commerce.
Like sea commerce, space commerce (in the past, present, or even in
the far future) is comprised of three essential elements: production,
shipping, and colonies. These three concepts will always be paramount in
space commerce, and the maturation of space commerce from the present
to the visionary will only change these elements in their manifestation, not
in their essence. As Mahan describes it above, space commerce production
is goods and services that are derived from or created in space, are traded,
and from which wealth is generated. Shipping is the total of services that
transport space production to their respective markets, as well as the lines
of communication that allow the transportation to take place. Colonies are
the places which generate the production, and which constitute markets in
and of themselves, and which advance the safety of shipping by offering
places of ‘safe haven’ and protection.

1.

Mahan, Alfred T. The Influence of Sea Power Upon History, 1660-1783. John
Wilson & Sons. Cambridge. 1890. P 28.
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These elements are easy to envision for sea commerce: production
includes oil, marine products, and other raw materials and manufactured
goods that are transported over the sea. Shipping includes the countless oil
tankers and container ships seen throughout the world’s ports and oceans.
Colonies (also called bases) are the many ports around the world that offer
shelter in storms as well as places for shipping to obtain and deliver loads
of cargo.
For space commerce these elements are identical, even though the
time frames under examination showcase very different forms of each
element.

Figure 1
A Space Commerce Model
Elements of space commerce extend across the spectrum of present and
future industrial opportunities. It is inspired by the writings of Admiral
Alfred Thayer Mahan on sea commerce.

As Figure 1 shows, the space commerce elements are present no
matter what sort of commerce is examined. Whether the aspect of space
that is being exploited for commerce is relatively simple, such as high
altitude or orbital dynamics using contemporary technology (as exploited
by navigation, communication, and imagery satellites), or an opportunity
requiring more advanced technology (such as extracting asteroid or lunar
resources for economic use), the same elements are still present. Whether
they are in use today or exist only in the lab or in a science fiction writer’s
imagination, all types and tools of space commerce can be described with
these fundamental space commerce elements.
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Production – Space commerce production is the total of goods and
services, both drawn from and transported through space. As space
commerce matures, types of production will be added, subtracted, and
expanded over time, and it is also likely that the nature of the production
will change dramatically from that which is prevalent today.
Current Form – Near-term space commerce production mostly
includes information in the form of imagery and navigation data. Visual
data such as satellite photos and weather data are produced by platforms in
space using the unique space environment of high altitude, which cannot
easily be obtained by other means. Though digital information does not
equate with production in a classical ‘goods and services’ sense, it is in fact
the primary product of today’s space commerce.
Future Form – As space technology matures, future production may
include spacecraft propellants from in-situ resources, industrial quantities
of solar power, other natural resources including water, and microgravityprocessed pharmaceuticals or structural materials.
Shipping – Shipping is the means of transporting space production
from the place of its construction or extraction to its ultimate market,
whether on Earth or another space destination.
Current Form – Most space ‘shipping’ today is conducted not by
rockets and transports (though certainly some is), but rather by
electromagnetic (EM) radiation in the form of signal waves that transport
data from a satellite to its ground station on Earth. Satellite dishes, not
space shuttles, are the prime tools of today’s space shipping as they collect
the transmissions that allow communication across the entire globe. As a
proportion of total commerce, rockets are currently only minor players
compared to antennas, although they will take will take a larger role in the
future.
Future Form – Although electromagnetic transmissions will always
play an important role in space commerce, the future will be the era of
spacecraft that are truly analogous to the merchant marine of today. Near
term examples include unmanned ‘space tugs’ that will transport spacecraft
from low earth orbit to geosynchronous orbit, as well as manned spacecraft
traversing the void between the Moon, Mars and Earth. Later, perhaps
there will be great starships travelling between solar systems with cargoes
of unimaginable wonders.
Colonies – Colonies are the places where many of the activities of
space commerce originate and end. Colonies allow the production of
space-based products, the consumption of those and other products, and
facilitate the safe transportation of these goods.
Current Form – While the International Space Station may be the first
to come to mind, the most common space colonies today are the satellites
that provide platforms where production takes place. Although satellites
aren’t normally considered colonies, they perform the colony function in
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today’s space commerce: they provide places where production can occur
(often imagery or other data) and where goods can be shipped (through EM
signals). Colonies certainly exist today in space commerce.
Future Form – Space colonies will advance to become ‘traditional’
inhabited colonies familiar to space enthusiasts - outpost communities that
conduct scientific exploration, mining, manufacturing, tourism, spacecraft
maintenance and repair for cruisers and merchant spacecraft of all types.
Although today’s satellites and electromagnetic data transmissions
look far different from future versions of commercial empires of mining
bases and merchant transport spacecraft, space commerce today and
tomorrow share a common logic and grammar, comprised of production,
shipping, and colonies.
Similarly, planning to support and defend space commerce in any
form can use this framework as a theoretical departure point. Since
Admiral Mahan’s model originated as an explanation of sea power, looking
to the service whose modern mission is to support and defend sea
commerce may provide a useful model for an equivalent space service.
This service is the United States Coast Guard.

The Coast Guard Model
“ . . .the fundamental reasons for the two services are diametrically
opposed. The Navy exists for the sole purpose of keeping itself
prepared for . . . war. Its usefulness to the Government is therefore
to a large degree potential. If it performs in peacetime any useful
function not ultimately connected with the preparation for war, that
is a by-product. On the other hand, the Coast Guard does not exist
solely for the purpose of preparing for war. If it did there would be,
of course, two navies--a large one and a small one, and that
condition, I am sure you will agree, could not long exist. The Coast
Guard exists for the particular and main purpose of performing
duties which have no connection with a state of war, but which, on
the contrary, are constantly necessary as peace functions. It is, of
course, essentially an emergency service and it is organized along
military lines because that sort of an organization best enables the
Coast Guard to keep prepared as an emergency service, and by
organization along military lines it is invaluable in time of war as an
adjunct and auxiliary to the Navy. . . .while peace time usefulness is a
by-product of the Navy, it is the war time usefulness that is a byproduct of the Coast Guard."

Captain Ellsworth Bertholf, first Commandant of the U.S. Coast Guard2

2.

As quoted in Robert Johnson, Guardians of the Sea, (Annapolis: Naval
Institute Press, 1988), p. 59.
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The United Sates Coast Guard has existed in some form since the
earliest beginnings of the American Republic. In 1790 the Congress
commissioned the Revenue Marine (Cutter Service), and over time other
federal agencies such as the Lifesaving Service, the Steamboat Inspection
Service, Bureau of Navigation, and Lighthouse Service were added to form
3
the modern Coast Guard – America’s guardian on the ocean. It performs
three broad missions: Maritime Safety, Maritime Security, and Maritime
4
Stewardship.
The Coast Guard is best known for Maritime Safety, which is defined
5
as marine safety and search and rescue operations.
Marine safety
programs include developing standards, regulations, and compliance
programs to enhance mishap prevention, and also include reviewing plans
6
for ship construction, repair, and alteration.
Perhaps the most visible Coast Guard operation is search and rescue,
intervening in emergency situations where prevention has failed and
mariners are threatened by an unforgiving sea.
The Coast Guard’s
presence makes sea travel safer, and enables insurance premiums to be far
lower than they might otherwise be.
Maritime Security is the oldest of the Coast Guard’s responsibilities,
and the Coast Guard is the nation’s primary law enforcement service on the
7
water. The Coast Guard enforces both US Federal law in territorial waters
as well as international treaties all over the world. Maritime Security submissions include drug interdiction, migrant interdiction, defense readiness,
8
and ports, waterways, and coastal security. As part of its role in defense
readiness, the Coast Guard accomplishes military missions such as
maritime interdiction and coastal sea control.
Maritime Stewardship is the final broad Coast Guard mission, which
recognizes that the sea is one of the world’s most important natural
resources and must be protected.
Maritime Stewardship includes
protection of living marine resources, maritime environmental protection,
fishery law enforcement, aids to navigation, and ice operations sub9
missions.
Stewardship ranges from protecting sea life, the sea
environment, and commerce from varied threats such as icebergs and or
becoming lost. Stewardship through education and prevention, law
enforcement, emergency response and containment, and disaster recovery

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Coast Guard Publication 1, U.S. Coast Guard: America’s Maritime Guardian.
May 2009. Pg 24.
Ibid, iv.
Ibid, 5.
Ibid, 6.
Ibid, 8.
Ibid.
Ibid, 11.
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addresses the gamut of possible scenarios the Coast Guard must confront.
The Coast Guard accomplishes these three broad missions by being
“Military, Multi-Mission, and Maritime with a Humanitarian
11
Reputation.” The Coast Guard is military because its duties often place
its guardsmen in harm’s way, and military discipline is essential to
performing dangerous duties with skill and bravery. Regardless of its
military character, as Commandant Bertholf noted in the opening quote, the
Coast Guard’s primary mission is to perform peace time missions, and their
war functions are secondary use and exist only in potential.
The Coast Guard’s multi-mission nature requires it to be prepared as
warrior, police officer, rescuer, businessman, and diplomat.
The Coast Guard facilitates sea commerce by interdicting to stop
smuggling, while providing a safe haven for trade. The Coast Guard
provides security at essential ports and waterways leading to them, and
supports shipping by assisting in navigation, ensuring vessel integrity, and
providing essential emergency services.
As with the sea, space commerce is in need of an organization
dedicated to Space Safety, Space Security, and Space Stewardship.

The Space Guard: A Familiar Concept Hidden in
Plain Sight
The genesis of the Space Guard has often been associated with the concept
of a Space Navy, a staple in science fiction. From the Interplanetary Patrol
in Robert Heinlein’s Space Cadet and the ubiquitous Starfleet of Star Trek
fame (or the more insidious Imperial Fleet in Star Wars), the idea of a
space navy is embedded in popular culture to the extent that writers have
almost universally concluded that future space military forces will be
modeled after the Navy rather than the Army or Air Force. Hence, almost
no story featuring a space military includes a ‘colonel’ (an Army and Air
Force term) instead; they typically reference a ‘captain’ (a Navy term) as
the commanding officer.
However, many space futurists and science fiction writers prefer to
envision a future that is not based on the military occupation of space. In
doing so they, unfortunately, often make the mistake of conflating a
warfighting organization with a military organization, when in fact these
two concepts are not equivalent. The Navy, Army, Air Force, and Marine
Corps exist primarily to fight and win wars, while the Coast Guard, with its
primary roles of protecting and expanding commerce and protecting lives
on the high seas, is also a military organization.
10. Ibid, 12.
11. Ibid, 63.
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This same military misunderstanding encountered in science fiction
plagues the contemporary space enthusiast community. When space
enthusiasts view how government can help the space community, or when
young people want to become government space leaders, they often look to
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) rather than
Air Force Space Command. Space enthusiasts and proponents of space
commerce often decry military space efforts as ‘arming the heavens’ or war
hawks defiling the pristine environment of space, though most military
space leaders worry about mitigating space debris and preventing conflict
as much or more than the enthusiast community. NASA employees see
themselves as the precursors to Starfleet, even though the average day of a
US Navy submariner comes far closer to the life of a Starfleet officer than
any engineer in Houston. Even when space enthusiasts look at history,
they say NASA should play the role of ‘Lewis and Clark’ in space without
realizing that both explorers were military officers operating under the US
Army during their expedition. The Space Guard concept may allow space
enthusiasts to be enthusiastic about the military again once they realize that
supporting a space military service need not sanction aggression and ‘war
hawk’ behavior in the space realm.
The Space Guard’s role would be to support space commerce first,
and its wartime role would be a byproduct of its peacetime role and not its
sole, or even primary raison d’etre. By providing services such as
commerce protection, astronaut search and rescue, and enforcing ‘rules of
the road,’ the Space Guard would provide commercial space enterprises
with stability and support options they may not otherwise have. Insurance
rates may significantly decline if Space Guard cruisers were on call to
respond to space ships or stations in distress to recover crew and
passengers in an emergency.

Future Space Commerce and the Space Guard’s
Role
Perhaps the most well-written and reasoned vision of a mature and
futuristic Space Guard was described in Space Tourism: Do You Want to
Go? by John Spencer. Spencer’s vision of a robust human infrastructure in
space circa 2040 sees thousands of humans living and working in space,
based primarily on a space tourism industry modeled after the maritime
12
cruise line.
In Spencer’s vision, space stations are fashioned as orbiting super
yachts. Based initially off of inflatable modules similar to systems being
12. Spencer, John. Space Tourism: Do You Want to Go? Apogee Books. Ontario,
Canada. 2004. P 43.
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developed by Bigelow Aerospace, these yachts will serve tourists spending
vacations in splendor and luxury as they ‘cruise’ through low Earth orbit.
Beginning in earnest around 2020, orbital yachts will be among the largest
space industry operation that serves thousands of customers per year with a
robust infrastructure by 2040. Why cruise ships rather than space stations?
As Spencer says, “Onboard a modern cruise ship you are safe, cared for,
13
entertained, fed, and kept the center of attention.” A perfect way for a
tourist to experience outer space!

Figure 2
Orbital Zoning Plan in 2050 developed by John Spencer. Note that
all major developed orbits have a Space Guard Station.
(Courtesy of John Spencer)

But who will ensure passenger safety and patrol the increasingly
crowded sky? The question of where transport ships would dock for
services and loading and discharging passengers in this bustling space
economy led Spencer to realize that the Space Guard Service (SGS) would
14
be necessary for space commerce’s health, and he maintains that there
could be “over a dozen countries and hundreds of private corporations and
institutes” operating in orbit by 2050.

13. Ibid.
14. Ibid, 116.
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Hence, a primary role of the SGS will be to manage and deconflict
these multiple operations, in support of everyone’s best interests.
Missions the SGS would perform include developing standards for
construction and maintenance of space facilities, as well as inspection and
monitoring of spacecraft and orbital platforms on a regular basis. In
emergency situations, the SGS would provide rescue and Emergency
Medical Services (EMS), and as the industry matures and expands the SGS
can provide law enforcement as well as debris removal and the
environmental management necessary to secure the safety of the space
15
lanes.
In time, the SGS may become the foremost uniformed presence in
space, taking on additional roles of planetary defense against Earththreatening asteroids (a logical extension of debris mitigation), potential
first contact scenarios with extraterrestrial life, and deep space exploration,
perhaps obviating the need of a more warfighting-centered military space
service.
Spencer’s orbital yacht scenario showcases a futuristic and mature
expression of the space commerce model for production, shipping, and
colonies in a time frame that many people alive today will not only see, but
perhaps take leadership roles in creating.
Because the radical transformation of space commerce from
electromagnetic waves to orbital yachts may take place over the span of a
few short decades, space commerce leaders must confront this paradigm
leap sooner rather than later and assess how an SGS can help develop space
commerce.
SGS personnel will become industry leaders with experience and
knowledge of the industry during and after their careers in uniform, adding
to the breadth and depth of human capital available to the space industry
16
and essential for the development of space commerce.
Spencer suggests that the most important role the SGS can play in
space commerce is to provide the safety needs critical for insurance
companies to provide coverage for space activities, and for venture capital
17
firms to release critical funds to build the space industry.
Hence, the SGS will act as a security net both for travelers to be
secure in their persons and businesses to be secure in their capital. Spencer
envisions that the SGS will begin orbital operations to support the yachting
industry in 2020, but ends his exploration of the SGS by insisting that the
SGS must be created immediately to anticipate challenges and begin to
18
develop solutions.
But is it premature and ill advised to propose the
existence of a Space Guard now?
15. Ibid,
16. Ibid,
17. Ibid,
18. Ibid,

83.
129.
201.
202.
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No Futuristic Fantasy, A Present Need!
Spencer’s vision of a robust future space commerce seems in many ways
like science fiction. However, a clear plan to build the Space Guard
already exists in the form of a paper by Air Force Lieutenant Colonel (ret.)
Cynthia McKinley, published in 1999 in the Aerospace Power Journal, the
US Air Force’s premier academic journal. Entitled The Guardians of
Space: Organizing America’s Space Assets for the Twenty-First Century,
Colonel McKinley outlines the case for organizing a United States Space
Guard (USSG) as soon as possible by utilizing present capabilities.
Though McKinley’s ideas match Spencer’s almost exactly, she did not
predicate or defend the existence of a Space Guard based on a futuristic
vision, but instead from the cold hard military reality of ten years ago.
McKinley’s USSG was born from a disconnect she identified
between the Air Force’s vision of an integrated ‘Aerospace Force’ and the
functional differences between the roles of air and space forces.
While the Air Force leadership championed the idea of an aerospace
force that merged air and space power into a seamless continuum of
military power, McKinley argued that organizational, funding, and cultural
tensions between air and space forces created an irreparable rift between
19
the two. While the Air Force had a ‘fly and fight self-image’ focused on
fighting wars while USAF space forces already thought in terms of space
services support through roles including operating space systems on a dayto-day basis, launching routine civilian and military rockets, and other
activities not directly related to fighting.
“Like trying to mix oil and water, it is… unrealistic to expect the two
20
to become one.”
In her model, the USSG addresses two key problems. First, it would
allow the Air Force to focus on its primary mission of flying, fighting, and
winning wars, without the cultural, organizational, and financial burdens of
paying for and operating the space support equipment needed by space
forces. Second, it enables the space forces to focus on supporting the effort
to exploit space effectively, to include commercial as well as military and
21
civil space efforts.
The USSG would function as a fusion of civil, commercial, and
military space personnel and missions in a uniformed service modeled after
the Coast Guard. The USSG would need to strike a balance among
competing civil, commercial, military space missions and interests. It
would operate as a multi-mission service with responsibilities for space
19. McKinley, Cynthia, LtCol. “The Guardians of Space: Organizing America’s
Space Assets for the Twenty-First Century.” Aerospace Power Journal.
Spring, 2000. Maxwell AFB, Alabama. P 38.
20. Ibid, 39.
21. Ibid, 42.
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operations, mission areas of space support (global positioning systems,
government satellite communications, etc.), force enhancement (spacelift,
infrastructure security), and space control (space surveillance, satellite
jamming and defense) as well as providing space range management and
22
debris mitigation.
It would merge separate mission requirements, core
competencies, visions, and responsibilities to form a coherent federal
response to the extension of the space enterprise and support the expansion
23
of space commerce.
The USSG would report to the Department of Transportation during
routine peacetime operations, and serve as an adjunct to the Air Force
during times of conflict, much like the Coast Guard‘s association with the
US Navy.
McKinley did not provide an exhaustive list of agencies that would
be merged to form the USSG, but we can guess which ones would be
useful. The USSG would take over current non-military roles space
missions, personnel, and funding from of the Air Force (Air Force Space
Command), other Department of Defense agencies (sister service space
commands), NASA (space flight operations), National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (space weather and meteorological satellite
operations), and the Federal Aviation Administration (Office of
Commercial Space Transportation), among others. Air Force space
professionals and FAA and NOAA space experts would serve together as
new USSG servicemen. They would continue to do the jobs they do today,
except they would serve in a new organization dedicated to expanding the
American space effort in all of its forms.
The USSG would be commanded by commissioned general officers
(admirals?) trained and experienced in space specialties such as space
24
launch, satellite tracking commanding, and on-orbit mission operations. A
few of the missions that America’s corps of space guardsmen would
accomplish include USSG members managing government space launches,
operating ‘global utility’ satellites such as GPS, tracking the thousands of
objects in orbit, supporting International Space Station operations,
providing security for government space ranges, establishing regulations
and safety practices for commercial spaceflight, and advocating for the
space industry. Instead of a weak agency with no mandate and little to do,
the USSG would have a clear and hugely important mission to safeguard
America’s efforts in space.
Like Spencer’s SGS, McKinley’s concept of USSG can provide
necessary safety and security services for today’s space commerce, whether
it is electromagnetic spectrum defense against illegal satellite jamming or
providing launch services to the commercial satellite or space tourist
22. Ibid, 44.
23. Ibid, 42.
24. Ibid.
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industry. Whether space commerce operates in the present scheme of
electromagnetic shipping or expands to rudimentary near-term space
tourism, the USSG could provide unparalleled support.
LtCol McKinley believes that the USSG is the right organization for
25
successful exploitation of space in the twenty-first century.
She pointed
out that the USSG does not need to be a futuristic concept, but can be
logically founded by only a reorganization of existing federal space
agencies. A space guard was doable and desirable in 1999, and does not
need to wait for 2040.

Development of Human Capital for Space Commerce
There is much to recommend that space enthusiasts embrace a military
space service in the form of a Space Guard. A major reason is an often
overlooked but critical function that the military has historically played in
opening frontiers, and one that NASA cannot accomplish in like form for
space. Historically, the military has been a key provider of skills and
experience to servicemen and women with which they have been able to
become leaders in their fields. Many leaders of the US maritime
environment, especially in modern times, have gotten their start from stints
in the navy. During World Wars I and II, the Army Air Corps gave
essential skills to generations of pilots and mechanics who left the service
and built commercial air transportation empires including companies such
as Pan American Airways, Delta, Flying Tigers, and TWA. This added
thousands of jobs, millions of dollars of infrastructure investments, and the
essential services that the air travel industry provides today.
Similarly, today’s Air Force Space Command trains hundreds of men
and women to be spacecraft operators, satellite, rocket, and electronics
technicians, and provides them with many other skills essential to space
commerce.
Training and education are offered to officers and enlisted alike, but
what is most important to space commerce is the human capital provided to
enlisted troops. It is in this critical duty that the space enthusiast preference
for NASA hampers space commerce. NASA does not take fresh young
men and women out of high school and train them to be space professionals
as the Air Force does.
Instead, for most operational roles on the
International Space Station or Space Shuttle NASA requires a bachelor’s
degree in the hard sciences or engineering fields, so very little ‘new’ human
capital is developed in this way, as most NASA employees are among the
population that was certainly college-bound anyway.
By contrast all a person must do to join the military space program is
to enlist. For example, it is the youngest enlisted operators that directly
25. Ibid, 45.
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communicate with GPS satellites on the Air Force operations floor, while
officers only verify commands generated and transmitted by enlisted
people. Enlisted people are also the primary maintainers of ground
equipment and rockets used by the Air Force in the space mission. In this
manner, people without advanced academic education nevertheless become
highly skilled space technicians.
Also, due to the focus on leadership development that the military
provides, enlisted people are often given the opportunity and even expected
to lead large teams of people, which forms a wide and deep source of space
expertise that can be used both by the government and by commercial
space enterprises.
As the space enthusiast high school graduate is often barred from
NASA, and often doesn’t know about the opportunities available in space
at Air Force Space Command, this loss of a ‘blue collar’ working pipeline
of space professionals is a severe detriment to space commerce.
The Space Guard will change this paradigm. By being a military
service with a primary focus on protecting lives and commerce, the space
enthusiast can join without being forced into a militarist role. Space
enthusiasts can feel assured that by enlisting they will work in an important
role in the space field. The military historically opens all avenues of
activity to enlisted forces, so by joining the Space Guard a high school
graduate recruit can realistically expect to work on rockets or spacecraft,
operate sensitive space missions, and when the time comes for mass human
spaceflight, become an astronaut himself or herself.
Instead of being a pipe dream, a space enthusiast who for various
reasons does not want to, or is not able to, attend college can still be a part
of the space enterprise. This will be a profound improvement in the
development of the human capital of the American space effort, as
thousands of overlooked young adults will be given the opportunity to train
as space professionals regardless of their academic standing or financial
ability to pay for college. This direct investment of human capital into a
now-overlooked and underserved segment of the population may well be
the enduring contribution of the Space Guard to humanity’s effort to
conquer space.
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Commercial Relevance – A Mission Case Study
“We propose that the lack of an independent Situation Response
capability is fundamentally responsible for the manned orbital space
flight industry’s consistently excessive costs as it requires a zerotolerance engineering approach in Vehicle and Equipment
Manufacture. These high costs have deterred commercial businesses
from naturally pursuing the opportunities of manned, orbital space
flight, as has been promised throughout the last forty years.”
Alan Thompson & Gordon Smith

26

Even if the Space Guard is a concept almost as old as the dream of
spaceflight, and regardless of the Space Guard’s ability to fit in the worlds
of both present reality and future visions of space, how do we know if it is
really useful to space commerce? To more deeply explore how the Space
Guard can assist space commerce, we’ll focus on one mission that both
McKinley and Spencer assign to their Space Guard concepts – space
emergency search and rescue. Alan Thompson and Gordon Smith make an
insightful analysis of the space industry and a compelling case for space
search-and-rescue in their 2009 study “Space Policy Development via
Macro-Economic Analysis.”
Thompson and Smith attempt to understand the effectiveness of
27
space policy by looking at the economics of the space industry.
They
analyzed the human orbital space flight industry by examining how the
industry supports each of six critical industrial operations: refueling,
resupply, flight control, vehicle design, facility, and security.
They examine the hypothesis that the orbital manned space flight
industry can be modeled by the airline industry, but they then point out that
the airline industry’s infrastructure is relatively low cost because of a deep
and mature commercial market and its associated competitive pricing. A
major cost advantage is available to commercial aviation because although
aircraft are isolated in flight, they “enjoy a significant number of
established public and private airports should they need to land quickly” in
an emergency, and on the ground they can be maintained and repaired
28
easily.
Therefore, airplanes need have relatively few emergency
redundant systems compared to orbital spacecraft, which must incorporate

26. Quoted in “Space Policy Development via Macro-Economic Analysis,” by
Alan D. Thompson and Gordon P. Smith, 2009. Page 27.
http://www.nasa.gov/pdf/368983main_Applying%20a%20MacroEconomic%20Analysis%20to%20Space%20Policy%202009_06_09.pdf
27. Ibid, 3.
28. Ibid, 21.
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nearly all of their emergency and maintenance capabilities on board due to
29
their extended isolation. This drives vehicle design costs very high.
A key difference, they argue, between the orbital manned space flight
market and the airline market is therefore how much each relies on Damage
30
Tolerant Design (DTD) methodologies.
Once on orbit, current manned
and unmanned spacecraft are isolated and can tolerate almost no mishap
without risking catastrophic mission failure. DTD methodologies require
that multiple-redundant systems be included in the design of all spacecraft
subsystems to allow a large amount of damage without losing the ability to
31
function as intended.
Attempting to mitigate economic risk by relying solely on DTD
methodologies to build spacecraft capable of withstanding almost any type
of problem over their mission life and still function dooms human
spaceflight to economic unattractiveness.
After rejecting the comparison with commercial aviation, Thompson
and Smith then turn to two additional industrial models, the cruise line
industry (which was already introduced in this paper) and the automobile
industry. Cruise lines and the auto industry share much in common with
orbital spaceflight. All three are vehicle-based systems that depart from a
particular location and operate for an extended period of time before
32
reaching another destination.
While a spacecraft must be completely self-sufficient through DTD,
cruise lines have external emergency support in the form of the US Coast
Guard and automobiles have an army of support from ambulances to tow
trucks to the AAA. Hence, they point out that adding an emergency
situation response capability to the industrial infrastructure of space flight
would reduce vehicle design costs, since it would no longer be necessary
for a spacecraft’s emergency systems to cover every contingency, but
33
simply to keep the crew safe until help arrives.
By analogy, could the
average buyer afford a car if its design had to ensure that it could make the
next town by itself with total engine failure or four flat tires?
The emergency response systems that serve cruise lines and autos
directly contribute to low costs by specifically addressing the cost to
drivers of safety and reliability, and these are the prime reasons for orbital
34
manned spaceflight’s commercially unaffordable costs.
Therefore,
Thompson and Smith conclude that a space industry emergency response
capability should be made a priority of space policy, and suggest that such

29. Ibid, 24.
30. Ibid.
31. Ibid, 15.
32. Ibid, 25.
33. Ibid 26.
34. Ibid, 27.
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a policy will allow the long-promised commercial space sector finally
35
begin to develop and mature.
Tangible Benefits
Specifically, Thompson and Smith see six tangible benefits for a
government emergency response capability to space commerce and the
United States:
1.
An emergency response capability will add to national prestige
by allowing the U.S., in times of emergency, to support any
nation that is conducting space operations. It will also establish
an authority responsible for defining industry standards and
regulations.
2.

Developing a rapid response capability will require
technologies that can benefit the larger space industry by
lowering costs and ensure timely space access.

3.

Knowing that help is only a few hours away will assist in
creating consumer confidence in the space industry, and will
encourage private investment in orbital assets as well as
consumer demand for space travel.

4.

An effective and efficient way to repair satellites on orbit (a
byproduct of rapid response) would reduce the manufacturing
cost of satellites by eliminating the need for many system
redundancies, as well as lowering insurance costs.

5.

A stable and sustainable orbital human spaceflight industry
made possible by emergency response may inspire younger
generations to enter science and engineering, helping to
strengthen the U.S. technical workforce.

6.

Of all benefits, the strongest is that an emergency response
capability will establish a space industry that is commercially
based, affordable, and sustainable, that will generate tax
36
revenue back into the economy through industrial growth.

Thompson and Smith imply that this space emergency response
service should be administered by NASA, but considering the history of the
US Coast Guard and Spencer’s and McKinley’s visions, it seems much
more fitting that space emergency services should be the province of a
military-disciplined Space Guard.

35. Ibid.
36. Ibid, 29-30.
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A Way Forward
Figure 3 shows that both Mr. Spencer and LtCol McKinley are talking
about the same organization. The missions assigned to the USCG, the
USSG, and the SGS are remarkably consistent. As noted above, a powerful
and logical US Space Guard could be formed immediately from elements
of the US Air Force Space Command, NASA, FAA, NOAA, and other
federal agencies. Mr. Spencer’s future missions can be added to the Space
Guard functions list as the needs of space commerce dictate.
Building the US Space Guard should therefore be a national space
priority, and by identifying steps and actions that must be taken, we can
determine a way forward to make the Space Guard a reality.

Figure 3
The present day Coast Guard, McKinley’s near term US Space Guard, and
Spencer’s future Space Guard Service share a remarkable continuity of
missions and roles.

1. Continue to develop the ideas and infrastructure
to expand space commerce.
Space commerce will ultimately be the most important aspect of the
human space enterprise. The Space Guard, regardless how interesting it is
on its merits, must always be a secondary objective to space commerce.
Hence, the Space Guard will exist to support and enhance contemporary
space commerce, and must never become a goal unto itself.
The slow progress in developing human activity in space is largely
due to the fact that governments are currently the primary movers in space
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operations, but space commerce will inspire a ‘virtuous cycle’ of
government-private interaction in space.
By increasing the wealth
generated by space activities, a larger pool of tax revenue will come from
these activities, as well as an increasing need to support the safe execution
of these activities.
Therefore, increasing space commerce provides for more government
funds that can be devoted to the Space Guard, and also increases the need
for a Guard presence. And as the Space Guard grows, it can expand
operations to provide support for more activities, giving private industry
additional motivation to pioneer new avenues of space commerce.
2. Create a Space Guard constituency in the space
enthusiast
community, and accept as legitimate
a
military presence in space development.
For many years NASA has been the focus of the space enthusiast
community, with good reason. However, NASA is a historical anomaly.
When looking at the other three environments that humankind has
conquered in its history (land, sea, and air) the primary government agency
that helped spur development has always been the military. The space
enthusiast community has often held Air Force Space Command at arm’s
distance, and has been hostile to military activities in space. In order to
expand space commerce and hasten the development of the Space Guard,
the enthusiast community should recognize military presence in space as an
ally rather than an enemy.
The military has historically been a key developer of human capital
and have given many famous explorers and businessmen their start in their
industries. Some examples include the famous Louisiana Purchase
explorers Meriwether Lewis and William Clark, who were both military
officers, Lewis in the US Army and Clark in various militias. America’s
westward expansion was accomplished under the protection of US Army
cavalry and infantry units. At sea, the US Navy and Coast Guard have
undertaken important historical roles in supporting the merchant marine
fleet and expanding seaborne commerce. Aviation titans such as Pan-Am
Airways founder Juan Trippe (US Navy bomber pilot) and Charles
Lindbergh (US Army Air Service Reserve pilot) both became seasoned air
experts through their military experiences.
To date, no such space industry titan has emerged. The fact that the
military avenue to space experience for aspiring space professionals has not
been as equally accepted by the space enthusiast community or embraced
by the industry (as evidenced by the relative lack of space entrepreneurial
leaders with military experience) could be contributing to the lack of
commercial leadership in space.
To correct this lack of human capital investment, the space
community should begin to lobby for a Space Guard, which will open two
fundamental and essential pathways to human capital development. First,
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creating a Space Guard will give aspiring space leaders who lack the
resources or inclination to go to college a place to gain experience.
Second, by helping the space enthusiast community to be more aware of
the importance of the military as a human capital pipeline, young space
enthusiasts may decide to enter Air Force Space Command rather than
abandoning their dreams of being space leaders.
Hence, by advocating for a Space Guard, the space community will
assist in space commerce by enhancing the human capital development of
future space leaders by opening a traditionally important avenue to
experience: the military.
3. Instill in Air Force Space Command a sense of
stewardship for space commerce and resist an orbital
combat impulse.
Finally, with an expansion of space commerce and a potentially new
supply of young leaders entering the military for space experience, we must
address perhaps the most important and dangerous consequence of the
divide between military space and space enthusiasts, the Air Force focus on
space warfare.
As many space enthusiasts have joined NASA, Air Force space
officers generally tend not to be hard-core space enthusiasts, which means
that they often see the future of military space from a historical rather than
an environmental perspective. Instead of looking to the space industry to
discover how the military can best advance space commerce and American
space power, military space leaders often view the future of military space
(including this author, at one time) as a replay of Air Force independence.
The Air Force has always been about ‘flying, fighting, and winning’
as LtCol McKinley explained in her paper, and it became an independent
branch of the military not because it made a successful intellectual case that
it should be an independent service, but because of its massive warfighting
contribution to the American effort in World War II. In a sense, the Air
Force became independent because of the B-17 bomber.
The
overwhelming ability of air power to inflict damage on an adversary, as
proven by Dresden and Hiroshima, practically demanded that the Air Force
be given co-equal status as a military service. The Air Force proved its
worth in combat, and was recognized by being given independence for its
combat effectiveness.
Many Air Force officers currently in service see a combat-oriented
Space Force, not a commerce-oriented Space Guard, as the future of
military space. Space enthusiasts who understand both the present and
desirable future of the human space effort rightly see the focus on space
combat as an impediment to the development of space commerce.
The history of the military’s involvement in space suggests that the
most effective role for a military space force would be as a support force
rather than a combat force (as evidenced by the great successes of satellite
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navigation and communications programs versus the myriad of physical,
philosophical, and economic problems encountered in failed space-based
weapons efforts).
However, combat-centric military officers often
myopically see space commerce as a potential danger to American space
dominance because commercial technology with military potential will end
up being used by prospective adversaries.
As space enthusiasts enter military service in space, the enthusiast
vision of space expansion and development could begin to displace the
zero-sum vision currently dominant in military space circles. The Space
Force impulse could be transformed into a better theoretically-aligned
Space Guard, protecting both space commerce and the nation.
This is not to say that space warriors have no place in space
development. The Space Guard will always, by necessity, be militaristic
(though by no means necessarily warlike), and must be prepared to use
force in the defense of the country. Space war will always be a possibility,
and the Air Force Space Command and the Space Guard must always be
prepared for it. The critical philosophical change necessary is for military
space leaders to no longer base the entire (or even primary) justification for
its existence on the threat of space warfare. By embracing the Space Guard
concept in the military, the human space effort can harness the necessary
and valuable militaristic impulse and place it in service to space
development, rather than at odds with it.

Conclusion
Through exploring present and future concepts of a Space Guard, we can
now see how an institution dedicated to expanding and providing safety
and security can support private space commerce both now and in the
future.
Perhaps more importantly, we can see how a government military
presence in space can support and enhance space commerce rather than
hindering it. The creation of the United States Space Guard will be an
important catalyst for the rapid development of space commerce and, by
extension, the transformation of outer space into a vast and rich
environment for humans and human commerce. Advocates of space
commerce would do well to support the Space Guard.

•••
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